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ABSTRACT
The retention and drainage of water on heat exchangers is extremely important in air-conditioning, refrigeration, and
heat-pumping systems. In this work, droplets of varying sizes sliding on an inclined heat exchanger materials with
and without a wettability gradient are observed using a high-speed camera. The dynamic contact angles, the shape
evolution and the velocity of the droplet are obtained by image processing. Aluminum and copper surfaces are
examined and the gradient is created by partially treating the base surface. The hypothesis is that the momentum of a
sliding droplet on a treated surface will push the droplet onto the part without any treatment, so that water retention
and drainage can be improved with limited surface treatment. It is found that the dynamic contact angle, the shape
evolution and the velocity can be very different for droplets sliding in a wettability-increasing direction when
compared to those sliding in a wettability-decreasing direction. The results are very important for the design of
specialized heat transfer surfaces operating under dehumidification or defrosting conditions.
Keywords: dynamic contact angle, droplet shape, droplet velocity, textured surface, gradient in wettability

1. INTRODUCTION
Drainage of condensation and water retention are very important in refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pumping
applications. Previous research has shown that surface wettability can dramatically affect drainage of water on heat
exchangers (Hong, 1996, Liu and Jacobi, 2006, Liu, 2011). A range of approaches has been adopted to manipulate
surface wettability for drainage enhancement, and some of these approaches have been proven to be quite effective.
Webb and co-workers compared the effect of different surface treatments with different materials (copper,
aluminum), during condensation on a flat plate sample (Min and Webb, 2001), including (1) coating with a group
IVB metals-based chemical conversion, including zirconium, fluoride and potassium ion, (2) coating with an organic
polymer, (3) with and without oil on the surface, (4) acetone cleaning and (5) surface grinding. Later, the same
group (Kim et al., 2002) proposed a new micro-roughened aluminum surface with a polymer coating by plasma
treatment. Testing was conducted with two-tube-row, slit-fin heat exchangers, and the effects of oil were considered.
The results show that the treated surface has a much lower contact angle, and its behavior is stable even after 1000
wet/dry cycles. Yu and Jacobi (2015) proposed a liquid-infused slippery surface with honeycomb-like
superhydrophobic micro/nano-structure substrate for heat exchanger applications; it exhibits superhydrophobicity
with a contact angle of 155º and a sliding angle smaller than 5º. Frost-melt water retention was reduced by 90%
compared to an untreated specimen, and the results were stable for more than 250 days. Miljkovic et al. (2013)
found that condensation on a silanized copper oxide surperhydrophobic surface created via a simple fabrication
method can not only drain the retention easily, but can also enhance heat transfer performance. Recently, researchers
found it might be a good approach to generate an anisotropic, patterned wettability on surfaces, which would guide
the fluid in a certain direction and drain retained condensate (Summers et al., 2012, Rahman, 2013, Liu et al., 2009).
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A gradient of surface wettability can be created on a partially textured surface. The gradient of surface wettability
might be helpful for drainage of retention if the initial momentum of the droplet is big enough to overcome the
surface tension or shear stress when the drop passes the gradient boundary and slides through to the untreated
surface. Dynamic wetting behavior governs the motion of droplet on the surfaces, and while there has been
modelling and experimental work on droplets moving on different surfaces (Extrand and Kumagai, 1995, Elsherbini
and Jacobi, 2006, Elsherbini and Jacobi, 2004(I), Elsherbini and Jacobi, 2004(II), Wang et al., 2013), there has been
very little work focused on the dynamic wetting behavior of droplets sliding on surfaces with a wettability gradient.
In this work, dynamic advancing and receding contact angles, droplet shape, and droplet velocity have been
examined by processing images captured using a high-speed camera as a droplet sliding on an inclined surface
encounters a wettability gradient. These results can inform designers trying to create new heat exchangers with
reduced water retention under dehumidifying and defrosting conditions and may lead to further research on
wettability gradient surfaces for air-conditioning, refrigerating, and heat-pumping systems.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 Samples
Aluminum and copper are very common materials used in heat exchangers in air cooling and heating systems.
Aluminum 3003 and Copper 110 were selected for base materials. Aluminum 3003 is essentially commercially pure
aluminum with the addition of manganese, and Copper 110 is 99.90% pure copper. All samples were cut with a
dimension of ¾”×4”×1/8” (see Fig. 1).
Two approaches were used to create the wettability gradient on the surface. For copper, a water repellant material
was simply sprayed on the surface. The spray is a commercially available superhydrophobic coating from
WaterBeader Company. By applying the coating on half of the surface, a wettability gradient from untreated to the
coated copper surface is created. This surface is designated as ‘Copper-phobic’. For aluminum, the sample first was
anodized in an aqueous solution containing oxalic acid at room temperature, and then it was coated with
hydrophobic FDTS using MVD; finally, the surface was injected with PFPE lubricant oil. This surface is designated
‘Al-phobic’. More details on surface fabrication are available referred to Yu and Jacobi (2015). Similarly, a
wettability gradient can be created by applying the process on half of the surface. To enrich the sample set,
aluminum treated in the first step described above, but without oil injection, was also considered. This hydrophilic
aluminum surface is designated ‘Al-philic’. Both aluminum and copper untreated surfaces were used as provided by
the supplier, and no polishing was applied; they are designated ‘Al-base, and ‘Copper-base’, respectively. The static
contact angles for all sample surfaces are listed in Table1.
Table 1. Static contact angle for different sample surfaces
Surfaces

Al-base

Al-philic

Al-phobic

Copper-base

Copper-phobic

Static contact angle ֩
84.0
60.5
124.2
101.7
139.8
The sample surface configuration can be arranged as shown in Fig. 1, in which the surface (a) has a gradient in
wettability from part a to part b, and surface (b) is a uniform surface.

Figure 1: Sample surface configuration

2.2 Dynamic Contact Angle Measurement Method
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When a water drop slides on a surface, the dynamic contact angle is formed at the advancing and receding threephase confluences, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). At the advancing front of the drop, a contact angle is established as the
advancing contact line moves over the previously dry solid/vapor interface; this contact angle is the so-called
dynamic advancing contact angle (θa). Similarly, at the trailing edge of the drop, a contact angle is formed as the
contact line moves over the previously wet solid/liquid interface; this contact angle is the so-called dynamic
receding contact angle (θr). Dynamic advancing and receding contact angles differ from the commonly reported
static advancing and static receding contact angles, which are formed at incipient advancing and receding motion of
the contact line. The dynamic contact angles are manifested during motion of the contact lines and are relevant to
dynamic wetting behavior; whereas, the static contact angles are manifested without motion (at incipient motion) of
the contact lines and are relevant to incipient drop motion. The dynamic contact angles can be affected by the
contact line velocity, surface roughness, surface structure, material and other parameters.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Experimental apparatus for the measurement of the dynamic contact angles (a) dynamic advancing and
dynamic receding contact angle (θa ,θr); (b) experimental system, as same as in literature (Wang et al. 2013)
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2 (b); it included a syringe pump, a 3-way valve, a beaker, a connecting
tube, a needle, a sample holder, a light source, and a high-speed camera. The syringe pump (New Era, NE-1000)
was used to generate a specified size of drop. The syringe pump can be used to inject liquid into or withdraw liquid
out of the drop at an adjustable rate from 0.73 µl/hr to 2100 ml/hr. Needles of different gage were connected to the
syringe (10ml) through a 3-way valve and a connecting tube with a 4.5 mm inside diameter to generate droplets of
different sizes. The sample holder was a specially machined plastic holder which allowed positioning of the test
specimen on a smooth, flat surface inclined at 60o from the horizontal. The sample holder supported the sample
surface and also caused drop motion through the angle of inclination. Light generated by a light source illuminator
(CUDA I-150) was transmitted through a fibrotic kit to provide light of adjustable intensity on the specimen. The
high-speed camera (Vision Research, Phantom v4.2) was used to record the process of drops sliding on the surfaces.
The camera is capable of filming at 2000 frames per second at its full resolution of 512 by 512 pixels, with exposure
times as small as 2 µs. In this experiment, filming was in 8-bit greyscale at a rate of 1600 frames per second, and
the resolution was set to 512 by 512 pixels. The camera was located such that the line of sight was tangent to the
specimen surface, with the drop in the focal plane. In this way, the lateral motion of the drop was clear, and the
dynamic contact angles were easily captured.
Standard image processing programs (VINE and MATLAB) were used to detect the edges of the moving drops. In
this way, the profile of a drop (liquid-vapor interface), the contact surface of the drop (solid-liquid interface), and the
edge of the sample surface were detected. The angle formed in the liquid between the tangent to the drop profile and
contact surface during drop motion is the dynamic contact angle. As defined earlier, the angle at the front of the drop
is the advancing dynamic contact angle, and the angle at the back of the drop is the receding dynamic contact angle.
The drop velocity on the surface was also determined from the images. With the filming speed at 1600 frames per
second, the time interval, t, between two consecutive images was 625 µs. The location of the moving drop gives the
distance moved, D, between two images. The drop velocity, U, can then be calculated as U=D/(nt), where n is the
number of frames between two images and adjustable depending on different conditions.
The edge detection method was based on comparing the grey scale images of the drop, the surface, and the
background; more details on this general method are available in the literature (Wang et al., 2008). In this work,
three different filtering algorithms were used for extracting the results: sharpen, edge high-pass, and edge Laplacian
filters. For images acquired in these experiments, the three filtering algorithms methods give results for dynamic
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contact angles with a maximum difference of less than 5.12º, and a maximum difference in drop velocity of less than
6.92 mm/s (typical drop velocities were hundreds of mm/s).

2.3 Method Dynamic Contact Angle Measurement Procedure
Before the measurement, the position of the camera and the specimen holder were set to make sure the specimen
surface appeared as a line in the image, the holder and specimen surface positions were fixed, the illumination
direction and intensity were set, and the connecting tube was filled with distilled water (which was used in all the
experiments). The air in the connecting tube was carefully removed by alternately running the syringe pump in
withdraw and pumping mode. After all preparations were complete, the volume of drop delivered on the sample
surface was programmed, and the pump was started. The drop sliding process was filmed. Different drop velocities
were obtained by changing initial volume of the drop.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Different sizes of water droplets slide on inclined aluminum and copper surfaces, which are either evenly treated or
half treated with a wettability gradient. The size of droplet starts with a small value until it can move along the
inclined surface. Images were captured for several different scenarios: 1) droplet sliding on evenly treated phobic
copper surface, 2) droplet sliding on evenly treated hydrophilic aluminum surface, 3) droplet sliding on evenly
treated phobic aluminum surface, 4) droplet sliding from non-treated to phobic aluminum surface 5) droplet sliding
from phobic to non-treated aluminum surface, 6) droplet sliding from non-treated to phobic copper surface, 7)
droplet sliding from phobic to non-treated copper surface.

3.1 Droplet Sliding on Uniform Surfaces
The shapes of droplet with similar sizes sliding on different surfaces are different, as shown in Figure 3, in which
images were captured during the droplet sliding process. The droplet in Figure 3 (a) has a long tail dragged behind it
and also a short height along the direction normal to the surface, which is demonstrated by parameters of wetting
length L and droplet height H in Figure 4, respectively. The droplet in Figure 3 (e), on the opposite, has a much
shorter wetting length L and a much bigger height H. Shapes of all other droplets fall between the droplets of Figure
3 (a) and Figure 3 (e). A bigger L and a shorter H of the same size of droplet in the captured images generally
indicates a bigger wetting area on the surface, which means a hydrophilic surface. It turns out that the shape of
droplet on different surfaces in Figure 3 agrees well with the surface properties given in Table.1 by the static contact
angles. Here a shape factor fs is defined as the height of droplet H divided by the wetting length L, i.e., fs = H/L.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 3: Droplet sliding on different surfaces (uniform) (a) 0.003ml droplet on hydrophilic Al surface (b) 0.005 ml
droplet on Al base surface (c) 0.003 ml droplet on hydrophobic Al surface (d) 0.005 ml droplet on Cu base surface
(e) 0.004 ml droplet on hydrophobic Cu surface
The change in the dynamic contact angles with the droplet velocity are shown in Figure 5, in which Ca is a
dimensionless velocity defined as Uµ/σ, in which U is the droplet velocity, µ and σ are dynamic viscosity and
surface tension respectively. . Ca is assigned to be positive for the advancing contact angle and negative for the
receding contact angle. The designations “phi”, “pho”, and “ba” stand for the hydrophilic, hydrophobic and base
surface, respectively, and the number stands for the droplet size in ml. The figure shows that dynamic advancing
contact angle increases as the velocity increases, and the advancing contact angle is more sensitive to velocity when
the droplet moves with a low velocity. The contact angle increases slowly when Ca*1000 reaches to 2. The dynamic
receding contact angle decreases as velocity increases, as shown in Figure 5. It is also more sensitive at a low
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velocity. By comparing data for hydrophobic Al surface and hydrophobic Cu surface, the droplet movability seems
more dependent on the dynamic receding contact angle than the dynamic advancing contact angle.

Figure 4: Parameters of droplet moving
Figure 5: Dynamic contact angle with velocity
It is shown in Figure 6 that dynamic contact angle is closely related to the droplet shape. Both dynamic advancing
and receding contact angle increase with shape factor, and the dynamic advancing has a larger increasing slope
compared to the receding contact angle as fs is less than 1, and both dynamic advancing and receding contact angles
increase in a slow rate as fs is greater than 1.5.

(a) Advancing contact angle
(b) receding contact angle
Figure 6 : Dynamic contact angle and shape factors for droplet silding on different surfaces
3.2 Droplet Sliding on Surfaces with a Wettability Gradient
There are two different cases of a droplet sliding on a surface with a wettability gradient, along a wettability
increasing direction, or along a wettability decreasing direction. For both cases, droplet size, surface wettability,
wettability gradient play important roles. In the following analysis, we will mainly focus on the change of the
droplet shape, droplet velocity, and dynamic contact angle as it passes the gradient.
The shape change of droplet of 0.002 ml as it slides from hydrophobic to base copper surface is shown in Figure 7.
The number of each frame is the sequence with a temporal interval of 625 µs between the adjacent frames. When the
leading edge of the droplet reaches the gradient line, the three phase contact line is pinned to the line, and the initial
momentum pushes the trailing edge to continue moving, which can increase the height of the droplet, and therefore
the overall potential energy, as depicted from frame 1 to frame 21. The increased overall potential energy could
convert to kinetic energy after the droplet passes the line, which might help droplet sliding a longer distance
afterwards even with a small size.
The evaluation of dynamic contact angle, shape and dimensionless velocity with time as droplets slide from
hydrophobic to base surface of Al and Cu have been shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b), in which “0” in x axes is the
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moment that the leading edge of droplet reaches the gradient line. The dynamic advancing contact angle for copper
in Figure 8 (a) drops to a stable value within a very short time, and the dynamic receding contact angle takes a
longer time to drop to its final value, so does the shape factor, which probably means that the trailing edge is the
dominant part contributing to the shape change. The dynamic contact angle and shape factor of droplets on Al
surface all have a slower change starting even before the droplet reaching the marked gradient, which indicates that
there is no sharp gradient on the Al surface, which agrees with the surface treating process. Therefore, the potential
energy of the droplet on Al surface should increase and release in a slower rate compared to that on Cu surface with
a sharper gradient, which can be demonstrated by the changing rate of velocity. As shown in Figure 8 (b), the
changing rate of droplet velocity is higher for Cu surface with a sharp gradient than that for Al surface with a dull
gradient, although both surfaces have a gradient of about 40° depicted by static contact angle in Table 1.

1

2

3

4

5

14

16

17

19

21

12

24

26
29
31
35
38
39
Figure 7: Shape evolution of droplet of 0.002ml when sliding from hydrophobic to base copper surface. The
number of every frame is a time sequence with interval of 625 µs between the adjacent numbers

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: Droplet of 0.005 ml sliding across a gradient from hydrophobic to base surface
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When a droplet is sliding in a wettability gradient decreasing direction, such as from base to hydrophobic surface,
the droplet might be pinned in the gradient line if the size of the droplet is not big enough; the droplet might be torn
apart and the main part pass the gradient and leave a small potion behind if its size is big enough. There are also
other factors which might play a role, such as the magnitude of the gradient, the velocity and shape of the droplet
before it reaches gradient. It has been found that the critical size of droplets sliding past the gradient from base to
hydrophobic Cu surface is about 0.008 ml, and the critical size of droplets sliding past the gradient from base to
hydrophobic Al surface is about 0.006 ml.
The shape of the droplet when it is pinned on the gradient line is shown in Figure 9. It can be found that the droplet
goes through the shape with a bigger length and a smaller height to the shape of a shorter length and a bigger height,
and then from the shape of a shorter length and a bigger height to the shape with a bigger length and a smaller
height, which is noticeable in frames 4832 to 4952, from frame 4952 to 5072, to the last several images in Figure 9,
in which the change of droplet shape is not noticeable. The variation of dynamic contact angle and shape factor with
time are shown in Figure 10. The data in Figure 10 shows an oscillation of every parameters with a stable period of
about 75 ms, which is very interesting to notice the almost fixed period. The magnitude of the oscillation decreases
with time, which is expected for the oscillation eventually should stop.

4758

5192

4762

5312

4832

5432

4952

5552

5072

5672

5772

Figure 9: Shape evolution of droplet of 0.006 ml when sliding from base to phobic copper surface. The number of
every frame is a time sequence with interval of 625 µs between the adjacent numbers.

Figure 10: Droplet of 0.006 ml sliding from base to hydrophobic Cu surface
The shape of the droplet when it passes through the gradient is shown in Figure 11. Because the droplet is sliding
from a base Cu to the superhydrophobic part of the surface, the part of the droplet reaching the hydrophobic portion
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is very likely to move forward, which would pull the whole droplet moving further, as shown from frames 8620 to
8680. If the adhesion force from the base surface is big enough to hold the left portion of the droplet, the droplet will
be torn apart as shown in frame 8705. And the released main droplet would depart with an initial velocity, from
which a sudden increase of velocity can be expected.
The change of dynamic contact angle and shape factors, and dimensionless velocity with time are shown in Figure
12. The moment of “0” at time axes means the moment that the droplet leading edge reaches the gradient. For both
Al and Cu surfaces, the dynamic contact angle and the shape factors change dramatically during the process of
passing through the gradient. Changes of dynamic contact angle, shape factor for Cu has an inflection point around
40 ms, which is the release of the main portion of the droplet and agrees with the velocity curve that the droplet
moving with a higher velocity after 40 ms shown in Figure 12 (b).

8600

8700

8620

8705

8640

8710

8660

8715

8680

8720

Figure 11: Shape evolution of droplet of 0.008 ml sliding from base to hydrophobic Cu surface. The number of
every frame is a time sequence with interval of 625 µs between the adjacent numbers

(a)
(b)
Figure 12: Droplet sliding from base to hydrophobic surface, droplet of 0.006 ml for Al and 0.010 ml for Cu

4. CONCLUSION
In this work, droplets of different sizes sliding on an inclined surface with and without a wettability gradient are
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observed with a high-speed camera. The dynamic contact angle, the shape evolution and the velocity of the droplet
are obtained from image processing. This analysis can be important for managing condensation retention and
drainage in AC&R systems. The conclusions from this preliminary work are as follows:
1) The dynamic advancing contact angle for droplets sliding on a uniform surface increase as the velocity
increases, and the dynamic receding contact angle decreases as velocity increases. Both dynamic
contact angles are more sensitive to velocity when the droplet moves with a low velocity, and little
sensitivity to velocity is observed when Ca*1000 reaches 2.
2) When droplet passes through a sharp gradient in a wettability-increasing direction, such as from
hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic surface, the dynamic advancing contact angle changes to its stable
value within a shorter time than does the dynamic receding angle, indicating the important role of the
trailing edge movement. Droplet velocity is expected to show a bigger increase when passing through a
sharp gradient than a dull gradient. This finding is especially important to heat exchanger design.
3) When droplet passes through a gradient in wettability in a decreasing direction, such as from
hydrophilic surface to hydrophobic surface, the droplet might be pinned on the gradient line or pass
through with a small portion of droplet left behind depending on the droplet size. The dynamic contact
angle, shape factor and velocity of the pinned droplet oscillates at a fix frequency with a decreasing
amplitude. The velocity of the droplet is expected a sudden increase after it pass through the gradient.
The implications on heat exchanger design suggest that complete water removal might be difficult in
this scenario.
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